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I. National CIRT, Mandate, Key activities
❏ National CIRT
- Started Operation in April 2016
- ITU assisted in study to assess formation of national CIRT
Assessment for Bhutan.
- Institutionalise BtCIRT with financial support from World Bank

❏ Mandate

- Serve as a trusted and central coordination point of contact at
national level
- More proactive role at the Government level

❏ Key Activities

Enhance Cyber security

Monitor/Manage cyber
threat

Coordinate information

Ongoing-Activities
❏ National Cybersecurity Strategy
❏ Identification of Critical Information Infrastructure
❏ Formation of Working groups for cybersecurity
initiatives.
❏ Govt. Data Center SOC operation
❏ Cyber Threat Intelligence
❏ Incident Response
❏ Vulnerability Assessment
❏ Awareness and Capacity Building

II. Threat Landscape at the time of COVID-19
Incidents
-

Fake news
Social media account hacks
Website hacks
Scam

Risks & Vulnerabilities
-

Heavy dependence on ICT
Panic due to fake news
Vulnerable home networks
Shift in learning environment

Response
-

Awareness through media
Timely advisories on current threats
and best practices
Developed SOPs for WFH
Prioritize protection of critical services

Challenges
-

Taking down false news
Compromised accounts Recovery
Lack of artifacts
Low reporting rate
- Victims unaware of incident
- Do not report out of fear or
ignorance
- Who over How Investigation
- Piracy and related threats to it

SOP for Working from Home
Do(s)
I. Review privacy policy and settings
when using new applications.
II. Set-up multi-factor authentication
(MFA) to secure your credentials.
III. Keep your antivirus up-to-date.
IV. Maintain offline backup of your
important work.
V. Do ensure to turn on your AV when
downloading files. Pay extra attention
to what you are downloading (some
files could be malware).
For general public, BtCIRT created
cybersecurity awareness video and
aired in National Television. The
Videos focused on Vishing and
Smishing for non-literate, Password
management , 2 factor authentications
and scam emails for Office goers.

Don’t(s)
I. Do not share your personal information
or credentials online.
II. Do not click on unverified links shared
by friends or colleagues especially
related to CoVID-19.
III. Do not forward misinformation related
to CoVID-19. Fact check with reputable
sources such as the Ministry of Health,
or the WHO.
IV. Do not use remote desktop software
over public network (Internet) to access
your official systems. Use VPNs if
necessary.
V. Do not visit unnecessary websites.

III. Key Statistics

Types of Incidents Handled

Common Exposed/Vulnerable services

Top 10 malware Infection Noticed
Malware Names
1. Avalanche-andromeda
2. Lethic
3. Necurs
4. Ghost-push
5. Android.rootnik
6. Android.backdoor.prizmes
7. Wannacrypt
8. Downadup
9. Virut
10. andromeda.b66

Malware

Description

Avalanche.andromeda

.Distributes spam and phishing mails,
and malware (ransomware, banking
trojans)

-

.FBI and EUROPOL took it down in
2017

-

.Distribute low-level pharmaceutical
spam, Connects to a remote server

-

.Utilizes process injection method to
inject malicious code in explorer.exe for
malicious activities.

-

.Botnet for hire to distribute any
malware

-

Taken down by Microsoft
Infected machines (there are still
millions) could be used in command by
the botnet in future

-

Hog system resources
Drain battery and use cellular resources

.Bot network

Lethic (2008)
.Spambot

Necurs
.Spam and malware
botnet

Risks

-

.Adds its own registry entries
.Can disable antivirus protection
programs

Ghost-push (2015)
.Infects Android OS

.Gains root access and downloads
malicious software.
.Infection typically through 3rd party

Many systems in Bhutan are still
infected. (The count of detection is more
than 9000)
Presence/traces of malware is still
detected in our network
Lack of monitoring and lack of actions
taken for removal/clean up.
2nd Highest count of infection
Take command and control of infected
servers
Use resources to send spams

Malware

Description

Android.rootnik

.Distributes by injecting itself to legitimate
apps

Risks
-

inject malicious code
harvest private information
access network information

.Trojan that performs activities without users
knowledge

-

Remote access connections
Capture keyboard input
Collect system information

-

.ransomware

.Spread copies of itself over a network using
file sharing, exploitation of a vulnerability
and exploitation of Windows Autorun.

infect systems in the entire
network
encrypt systems
need to pay for decryption key

Downadup (Conficker)

.Spreads through exploit of weak admin pwds

-

.computer worm

.Stealth techniques to hide its actions, and
makes a number of changes to the Windows
Registry.

spread through local microsoft
network

-

traces of botnets left in network
can look up alternate backup
hosts, and re-establish control to
the criminals.

.malware toolkit

.attempts to gain root access
Android.backdoor.prizmes
.Trojan malware infection
Wannacrypt

.2008

-

.Exploits machines vulnerable to an exploit of
the critical MS08-067 vulnerability.
Virut(2006)
.Botnet malware

.Spreads file infecting virus. And has
monetized pay per install scheme.
.23 domains taken down

Andromeda.b66

.Belongs to malware family Andromedia

IV. Areas of collaboration
Challenges

Way Forward

Action on malware threats and
vulnerabilities

-

Threat intelligence
Share information
Awareness for preparedness

Identifying and resolving malware
and vulnerabilities

-

Training & Workshops
Audits

Incident reporting

-

Awareness
Encourage to report
Central repository

Coordination & Collaboration

-

Strengthen
Capacity development
Awareness and Advocacy
Malware cleanup campaign in Bhutan
Cyberspace
Information sharing

Lack of artifacts for post Incident
Analysis

-

Standard procedures to protect and acquire
artifacts for analysis.
Build capacity
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